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The C repressor protein of phage 16-3, which is required for establishing and maintaining lysogeny,
recognizes structurally different operators which differ by 2 bp in the length of the spacer between the
conserved palindromic sequences. A “rotationally flexible protein homodimers” model has been proposed in
order to explain the conformational adaptivity of the 16-3 repressor. In this paper, we report on the isolation
of a repressor mutant with altered binding specificity which was used to identify a residue-base pair contact
and to monitor the spatial relationship of the recognition helix of C repressor to the contacting major groove
of DNA within the two kinds of repressor-operator complexes. Our results indicate spatial differences at the
interface which may reflect different docking arrangements in recognition of the structurally different opera-
tors by the 16-3 repressor.

The regulation of gene expression occurs mostly at the level
of transcription through sequence-specific DNA-protein inter-
actions. In several cases, even a single change in the binding
sequences results in loss of function due to loss or weakened
binding of the protein. Alternatively, examples are also known
of when the DNA binding protein has relaxed binding speci-
ficity, that is, when several changes at given positions still allow
proper binding (12, 23). Only a few naturally existing systems
are known where the protein has the ability to bind specifically
to sequences with different lengths. The Escherichia coli cyclic
AMP receptor protein (CRP) recognizes 16- and 18-bp-long
binding sites, in which 6- and 8-bp central spacers, respectively,
are bracketed by the recognition sequences. According to
Adhya’s “geometric homeostasis” method of resolution in
CRP-DNA complexes, a conformational shift from B- to A-
form DNA over one helical turn covering the longer spacer
allows sequence-specific binding of CRP (13). The CytR re-
pressor recognizes binding sites consisting of two octamer re-
peats, in direct or inverted orientation, separated by 2 bp.
However, in the presence of cyclic AMP-CRP, CytR instead
recognizes inverted repeats separated by 10 to 13 bp or direct
repeats separated by 1 bp. It was shown that the bases for
recognizing the structurally different sites were conformational
changes within the CytR protein induced by protein-protein
interactions between CRP and CytR (14, 21). The CI repressor
of E. coli phage 186 was found to recognize two distinct DNA
sequences, termed A-type and B-type sites. The A-type binding
sites were different in length since half-sites were separated by
either 4-bp or 5-bp spacers (26). The binding of 16-3 C repres-
sor to its operators is another example for recognition of struc-
turally different DNA sites by the same protein. In this system,
the possibility that either conformational shifts from B- to

A-form DNA within the binding sites or interactions of the
repressor with another protein is involved in formation of 16-3
repressor-operator complexes was ruled out (20).

Genes, proteins, and chromosomal sites for several functions
of the temperate phage 16-3 of Rhizobium meliloti 41 have
been studied in detail (1, 2, 5, 8, 9, 11, 19, 22, 24, 25). The most
thoroughly analyzed region of the 16-3 genome has been the
immC regulatory region which encodes a lambda type CI re-
pressor (16-3 C repressor protein), and the cognate c cistron is
flanked by two operator regions, OL and OR (3, 4, 6, 16–18,
20). An interesting feature of the immC region is its partial
cross-compatibility with the phage 434 immC region: although
the overall sequence homology is not significant (below 15%),
the helix-turn-helix motifs of the two repressors (55% identity)
and the OR operators are highly similar (4). In both of the 16-3
OL and OR operator regions, two repressor binding sites were
found: the OL-type operators were 12 bp long (5�-ACAA-4
bp-TTGT-3�), while the OR-type operators were 14 bp long
(5�-ACAA-6 bp-TTGT-3�). To explain all previous in vivo and
in vitro binding data, we proposed the “rotationally flexible
protein homodimers” model. Our model hypothesizes alterna-
tive interactions for the dimerization domains as the basis for
structural flexibility in recognizing the two types of binding
sites (20). The model supposes, based on analyses of repressor
binding to mutant and truncated versions of both types of
operators (for a review, see Fig. 2 in reference 20), that the
spatial relationships of the appropriate side chains of the res-
idues in the recognition helix and the contacting bases of the
DNA at the interface are the same in both types of repressor-
operator complexes. We thought that an altered binding spec-
ificity repressor mutant can be used suitably to test this as-
sumption.

Determination of repression levels in vivo. To evaluate the
strength of interaction between the wild-type and mutant re-
pressors and the different operators, we used a single-copy
reporter system (9). All measurements were done in R. meliloti
at 28°C. Derivatives of pGSB1, containing the different oper-
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ator/promoter units, were introduced by conjugation into R.
meliloti 41 (E. coli with pCU101 [27] served as a helper). The
site-specific integrative system of phage 16-3 (attP and the int
gene), located in pGSB1 (9) and in its derivatives, resulted in
the integration of the entire plasmid into the chromosome in
each case. Another plasmid, either pSEM91 (25) (used as a
no-repressor control) or one of its derivatives containing an
allele of the c repressor gene, was introduced (E. coli harboring
pRK2013 [10] served as a helper), and activities of the opera-
tor/promoter units were characterized.

�-Galactosidase assays and calculations of promoter activi-
ties (expressed in Miller units) were carried out as described
previously (15). Repression (R) values were calculated using
the following equation (9, 20): R � 1 � (promoter activity in
the cell when repressor was added from plasmid/promoter
activity in the cell without repressor).

Role of residues of the recognition helix in repressor bind-
ing. Plasmids pGSB42 and pGSB62, which contain the se-
quences of an OL2 operator and an OR2 operator, respectively,
between the �35 and �10 regions of a promoter, were con-
structed as previously described (9). Plasmid pSEM91 was
used to express the 16-3 C repressor protein and its mutant
derivatives. pPM232 (20) expressed the wild-type repressor
(Cwt). Plasmid pPM238 was created. pPM238 is identical to
pPM232, except that MscI and EagI restriction sites, in front of
and following the recognition helix, respectively, were intro-
duced into the coding sequence of the c repressor gene without
altering the amino acid sequence of the C protein. Expression
of functional repressor (CME) by pPM238 was verified by an in
vivo experiment. Plasmid pPM238 was used to construct dif-
ferent mutant repressor genes by replacing the MscI-EagI re-
gion with synthetic oligonucleotides. To determine the impor-
tance of the residues in the recognition helix, the first seven
residues were replaced with alanine, except at position 39,
where the wild-type sequence originally contained an alanine
residue. The resulting repressors were CQ37A, CQ38A, CI40A,
CN41A, CN42A and CL43A. Binding of the wild-type (Cwt and

CME) and mutant repressors to OL-type and OR-type opera-
tors was measured in vivo, and the calculated repression values
are summarized in Table 1. Repression values of Cwt and CME

are basically the same for each operator, indicating that the
changes (silent at the protein level) which were introduced to
create restriction sites in the c gene had no effect on the
repression level. Replacement of the residues that were most
likely to make contact with the operators (positions 37, 38, 41,
and 42) by alanine resulted in significant loss in repressor
binding activity irrespective of the type of operator used. Ala-
nine at positions 40 and 43 also resulted in reduced binding,
indicating the importance of the side chains of the original
residues, which may be involved in maintaining the overall
structure of the repressor in the DNA-protein complex.

Isolation of mutant repressors with altered binding speci-
ficities. Plasmid pGSB1 was used to construct different pro-
moter/operator units in front of a promoterless lacZ gene. To
isolate altered binding specificity mutant repressors, synthetic
oligonucleotides were used to introduce all possible symmet-
rical changes into an OR2 operator at positions 1 and �1
(OR2

1�1), 2 and �2 (OR2
2�2), and 3 and �3 (OR2

3�3), as well as 4
and �4 (OR2

4�4) (Table 2). Due to our experimental setup, the
R values directly correlate with the in vivo binding efficiencies
of the repressors to the operators. Repression values for the
binding of the Cwt repressor to mutant OR2-type operators are
listed in Table 3. To correspond the results to the complex
functional level of lysogenization, we can consider the pheno-

TABLE 1. R values determined by binding of wild-type and mutant
repressors to OL2

wt and OR2
wt operatorsa

Operator Cwt CME b CQ37A CQ38A CI40A CN41A CN42A CL43A

OL2
wt 0.80 0.76 0.12 0.30 0.31 0.21 0.34 0.37

OR2
wt 0.81 0.79 0.13 0.24 0.25 0.23 0.43 0.39

a Residues of the wild-type recognition helix were Gln-Gln-Ala-Ile-Asn-Asn-
Leu-Phe-Ala. Each value represents the average of three parallel experiments
with deviations less than or equal to �0.02.

b CME is a wild-type repressor at the protein level, produced when the c gene
with silent mutations in plasmid pPM238 is the source of the repressor.

TABLE 2. Mutant OR-type operators with symmetrical changes used in binding studies

Mutations in the indicated operatora

OR2
1�1 OR2

2�2 OR2
3�3 OR2

4�4

GCAATTGTAGTTGC AGAATTGTAGTTCT ACGATTGTAGTCGT ACAGTTGTAGCTGT
CCAATTGTAGTTGG AAAATTGTAGTTTT ACCATTGTAGTGGT ACACTTGTAGGTGT
TCAATTGTAGTTGA ATAATTGTAGTTAT ACTATTGTAGTAGT ACATTTGTAGATGT

a Underlining indicates bases in the palindromic positions; boldface letters mark symmetrical changes. Numbering of operator positions (OR2):

A
1

C
2

A
3

A
4

TTGTAGTTGT
�4�3�2�1

TABLE 3. Binding of Cwt repressor to mutant OR-type operators

Operator Cwt bindinga

OR2
1�1/gc ............................................................................................ 0.32

OR2
1�1/cg ............................................................................................ 0.50

OR2
1�1/ta ............................................................................................ 0.60

OR2
2�2/gc ............................................................................................ 0.39

OR2
2�2/ta ............................................................................................ 0.37

OR2
2�2/at ............................................................................................ 0.31

OR2
3�3/gc ............................................................................................ 0.73

OR2
3�3/cg ............................................................................................ 0.42

OR2
3�3/ta ............................................................................................ 0.58

OR2
4�4/gc ............................................................................................ 0.45

OR2
4�4/cg ............................................................................................ 0.66

OR2
4�4/ta ............................................................................................ 0.53

OR2
wt ................................................................................................. 0.81

a Numbers are R values for indicating the strength of the repression and represent
the average of the three parallel experiments with deviations less than or equal to
�0.02.
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typic expression of two phage 16-3 mutants: (i) the immunity
insensitivity of virulent mutant 16-3 Or

c�1 , which carries the
OR2

c operator, and (ii) the heat inducibility of the 16-3 cti3
mutant, which carries a ts allele of the repressor. The pheno-
types of the two mutants provide options to relate the R values
to functional thresholds. Binding of Cwt to the OR2

c operator
(contains Or

c�1 mutation in OR2) resulted in about 70% of the
wild-type repression level (i.e., Cwt binding to the wild-type
OR2 operator) (20). This result means that when R is �0.56,
the level of repression would not be enough to complete its
function toward lysogenization. The repression values of
CL15M (encoded by the cti3 allele of the c gene) were 0.66 and
0.69 at 28°C for the OL2 and OR2 operators, respectively, and
0.31 at 37°C for both. This result means that when R is �0.66,
the level of repression is enough to reach the stable lysogenic
stage. In the light of these data, Cwt recognizes OR2

3�3/gc and
OR2

4�4/cg mutant operators with near wild-type affinity, while in
the rest of the cases, the strength of binding should be below
the functional threshold needed for lysogen formation.

Repressor residues at positions 37 and 38 (the first and
second positions in the recognition helix) were replaced with
different amino acids in an attempt to identify mutations that
restore the lost binding of the repressor to any of the mutant
OR2-type operators. Repressors with different substitutions at
position 37 were tested for binding to OR2

1�1 operators, and
mutant repressors with changes at position 38 were tested for
binding to OR2

2�2 and OR2
3�3 operators. Although we have not

done a full-scale analysis (data not shown), one mutant repres-
sor has been found to suppress an operator mutation. Repres-
sor CQ37A binds well to OR2

1�1/cg (Table 4). Since binding of the
CQ37A repressor to the OR2

wt operator is very poor, like binding
of Cwt to the OR2

1�1/cg operator (Table 4), we concluded that the
CQ37A repressor had altered binding specificity for the OR-type
operators.

Identification of a residue-base pair contact in a repressor-
OR2

wt operator complex. Sequence-specific binding of proteins
to DNA depends on proper docking arrangements at the in-
terface. It requires complementarities of the surfaces of the
protein and DNA concerning size, shape, and charge. Altered
binding specificity mutants have been isolated for several DNA
binding proteins. They were used to identify contacts between
a residue of the protein and a base pair in DNA even in the
absence of the corresponding crystal structures (7, 29).

Cross-reactions between the 16-3 repressor and the 434 op-
erator as well as between the 434 repressor and the OR-type
16-3 operator (4) suggested that the glutamine residue at po-

sition 37 of the 16-3 repressor (the first residue of the recog-
nition helix) interacts with A at the first position of the oper-
ator half-site. Isolation of the CQ37A repressor as an altered
specificity mutant confirms this prediction, since its binding to the
OR2

1�1/cg mutant operator is as strong as Cwt binding to the OR2
wt

wild-type operator, while binding levels of Cwt to OR2
1�1/cg and

CQ37A to OR2
wt were reduced significantly. Substitution of the

glutamine by an alanine at the first position in the recognition
helix of the 434 repressor (Gln 283Ala 28) resulted in altered
binding specificity. The corresponding mutant 434 operator
had an A · T 3 T · A base pair change at the first position of
both half-sites (28). It was rather surprising that altered bind-
ing specificity of the mutant 16-3 repressor is based on an A ·
T 3 C · G change at the first position of the 16-3 operator
half-sites, since the hydrophobic and short side chain of ala-
nine would be unlikely to find a suitable atomic group to make
specific contact with the C · G base pair. One possibility is that
the new contact is made with an atomic group of the nucleotide
other than in the base itself. This could explain a strong bind-
ing of CQ37A repressor to the OR2

1�1/cg mutant operator. How-
ever, CQ37A repressor has the ability to distinguish specifically
between potential binding sites (R values of binding to OR2

1�1/gc

and OR2
1�1/ta are 0.34 and 0.38, respectively).

Binding of the altered specificity mutant repressor to OL-
type operators. In addition to identifying a residue-base pair
contact, CQ37A was used to test the spatial arrangements when the
16-3 repressor binds to the structurally different OL-type and
OR-type operators. The basic idea is that if the spatial arrange-
ments are the same in both types of repressor-operator com-
plexes, an altered binding specificity mutant isolated using OR-
type operators should affect binding to OL-type operators in the
same way, since the atomic groups required for the new contact
are at the same place in both repressor-operator complexes. To
assay binding of CQ37A repressor to OL-type operators, its binding
to OL2

wt and OL2
1�1/cg (5�-CCAATTGATTGG-3�, where underlined

type indicates changes relative to OL2
wt ) was tested. Unexpectedly,

the CQ37A repressor, contrary to its binding to the mutant OR2
1�1/cg

operator, did not bind well to its parallel OL version, the OL2
1�1/cg

mutant (Table 4).
Although it is not clear what the exact molecular basis of the

suppressor phenotype is when CQ37A repressor binds to the
OR2

1�1/cg mutant operator, the atomic groups ensuring contacts
between the alanine residue and the C · G base pair in the
OR-type operator-repressor complex could be out of reach to
make contact in the OL-type complex. This means that the
spatial relationship between the major grooves and the recog-
nition helixes at the interface are different in the two kinds of
complexes, implying that the 16-3 repressor may use different
docking arrangements to recognize OL-type and OR-type op-
erators.

In the light of our new results, we can extend our previously
suggested “rotationally flexible protein homodimers” model by
drawing conclusions concerning the binding domains. Now we
can say that the spatial arrangements and the conformation of
the binding domains of the repressor dimer are somewhat
different when a 16-3 repressor forms a complex with an OL-
type or an OR-type operator. However, this finding does not
influence the basic characteristic of the model, which is the
“rotational flexibility” of the dimers at the interface of the
dimerization.

TABLE 4. Binding of Cwt and CQ37A repressors to wild-type and
mutant (O1�1/cg) OL- and OR-type operators

Operator
Binding of indicated repressora

Cwt CQ37A

OR2
wt 0.81 0.13

OR2
1�1/cg 0.50 0.89

OL2
wt 0.80 0.12

OL2
1�1/cg 0.24 0.29

a Numbers are R values for indicating the strength of the repression and
represent the average of three parallel experiments with deviations less than or
equal to �0.02.
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